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Strategic Message Planner: Kylie Lip Kit  
 
Advertising Goal               
To promote the brand image of Kylie Cosmetics and attract women seeking the “Kylie Look.” 
  
Client: Key Facts 
● Kylie Cosmetics, created by Kylie Jenner, makes the Kylie Lip Kit. 
● Kylie Cosmetics was launched in 2016 following the success of the Kylie Lip Kit, 

Kylie’s lipstick + lip liner duo. Although still developing, it’s going to be the launch pad 
for all of Kylie’ upcoming products.  

● Currently, Kylie Cosmetic’s primary products are the Kylie Lip Kit and individual gloss 
selections.  

● The products are available for shipping to most countries worldwide via USPS for all 
domestic and international packages.   
 

Product: Key Features 
● What is the Product? 

○ The Kylie Lip Kit is a liquid lipstick + liner duo.  
○ The Kylie Lip Kit comes in 12 different shades. 

● What is the Product Made of? 
○ The Kylie Lip Kit lipstick and liner are cruelty free- not tested on animals. 
○ Each Kylie Lip Kit lipstick and liner shade is vegan excluding Candy K. 

● Who and What Made the Product? 
○ Reality star Kylie Jenner created the Kylie Lip Kit. After some major publicity 

hype surrounding her lips, Kylie started designing her own lipstick colors, 
personally made. 

 
 Target Audience: Demographics and Psychographics 
The target audience for this ad is women ages 15 to 30 who are looking for new makeup 
products, particularly lipstick. They’re typically diverse women hoping to find the perfect 
lipstick color to complement their features.  
 
These women are middle-class, high school to college graduates. The Kylie Jenner Lip Kit is 
affordable but not everyone can spend $29 on a makeup product. They are mostly employed, 
busy women looking for the last step to complete their look.  
 



Women of the target audience are make-up enthusiasts typically willing to try anything. Most of 
the shades are a bold color and require good technique. Matte lipstick usually has a heavy, thick 
feel so these women enjoy the lightness of Kylie Lip Kit products. These women want to wear a 
fierce lipstick color without feeling the product on their lips.  
 
The women are typically Kardashian fans and enjoy the status of wearing a Kylie Cosmetics 
product. They also like the exclusivity of the product, seeing as it sells out within minutes. They 
are happy to support Kylie’s dreams surrounding Kylie Cosmetics. 
 
 
Product Benefits: 
 Long lasting: You will save time on re-applying. 
● Matte Formula: It will not smear all over your face throughout the day. 
● Added lip liner in Lip Kits:  This will help you create the perfect lip and it comes in the 

exact color you need, so you don’t have to search for it. 
● Pigmented: Colors are vibrant and will satisfy your desire for a bold look. 
● Vegan (excluding ‘Candy K’): Allows you to know that no animals were hurt or used for 

testing of these products. 
  
Direct Competitors and Brand Images 
● Urban Decay Cosmetics : The target audience is a huge fan of Urban Decay but views 

their lipsticks as unable to meet the long lasting and matte requirement that they desire. 
● MAC Cosmetics: The target audience believes this leading brand creates the perfect 

lipstick but does not think it is worth it as this company is not completely cruelty- free. 
● Smashbox Cosmetics : The target audience enjoys the long wear of this company’s liquid 

lipstick but wishes they were not so drying on the lips. 
● Jeffree Star Cosmetics: The target audience views this brand as affordable for a high end 

lipstick but finds that they would rather pay an extra $11 for an added lip liner that is 
matching. 

● Chanel Cosmetics: The target audience craves a high end luxury lipstick but finds that 
Chanel is a little too pricey for the formula they produce. 

 
Indirect Competitors and Brand Image: 

●  Dash Fashion: Their target audience believes that their products provide a better celebrity 
experience and can be worth more in the long run. 

● Low Fashion: Target audience finds that the price of a Lip Kit does not match a quality 
they present. Spending less money and being equally satisfied becomes more appealing. 

● Kendall and Kylie Pacsun Fashion: Their target audience believes that receiving the best 
Jenner experience is best fulfilled through the clothing line. This is supported by price 
range and variety of clothing. 

 



Product Brand Image: 
● Current brand image: The target audience believes that the Kylie lip kit may be able to 

amplify their appearance but lacks a variety of options to choose from. 
● Desired brand image: Kylie Lip Kits provide the sense of confidence and beauty that they 

stand for. 
● Brand image challenge: The Target audience may be unaware of the constant efforts to 

increase the amount of products offered.  
 
Strategic Message: The Promise 
New, highly exclusive, Kyle Lip Kit will flatter the lips of young women, of all skin tones, who 
want to achieve the ‘Kylie Look.’ It’s for the millennial girl who is a lover of beauty and 
makeup. 
 
Supporting Evidence: The Proof 
● Kylie Lip Kit is all vegan with the exception of ‘Candy K.’  
● Kylie Lip Kit is not tested on animals.  
● Worldwide celebrity Kylie Jenner created the product in her image.  
● Kylie Lip Kit comes in 12 shades for women of all skin tones.  
● Lab tested formula that improves the volume and appearance of lips.  
● Kylie Lip Kit is an exclusive makeup product that launches at the hands of Kylie Jenner.  


